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Eric Jupp was a British-born musician, composer conductor, who was a fixture at the ABC 
during the run of The Magic of Music from 1961 to 1974.

Jupp was always looking for composing opportunities, and his most popular work was the 
theme for the Skippy TV series, which naturally led to his work on the feature version. 

Jupp moved to Norfolk Island in 1968, and he persuaded Colleen McCullough to move 
there after her second novel, Thorn Birds, became a best seller. Jupp wrote the score for 
Michael Pate's 1979 version of McCullough's first novel, Tim, featuring a young and 
relatively unknown Mel Gibson, who had at that stage only Summer City to his name as a 
feature credit. 

Jupp's last composing work before he died in January 2003 was for the generally 
unfortunate television series remake of Skippy in the early 1990s. He has a wiki here.

The opening titles and song for the feature could be found on YouTube here at time of 
writing, and there are many other excerpts from the show on the site.

(Below: Eric Jupp)

 
 
(Below: Jupp's work for the TV series on Parlophone EMI LP)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eric_Jupp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0NiY915Q24


(Below: a few of the albums Jupp turned out while at his easy listening post at the ABC,
many of which are still available in the marketplace).





Rene (Irene, Reen) Deveraux had previously contributed a couple of songs to Michael Powell's They're a Weird Mob. 
She was married to actor Ed Deveraux, and the track was released on LP as part of an effort by Ed Deveraux:

 
LP RCA Camden CAMS-150, Now and Then
Ed Devereaux with orchestra directed by Rocky Thomas, produced by Ron Wills
side 2, track five Under the Water, Under the Sea (2'46") (Rene Devereaux, Associated) 
Vocal: Ed Devereaux

The song runs over the head titles, with lyrics that might be a little mysterious to a 
children's demographic:

Under the water, under the sea,
Catching fishes, that's where I'll be,
Gotta look for the abalone, find the abalone,
Catch the abalone, hey abalone, come on here to me,
I'm so tired of walking, walking 'round under the sea

I want to walk in the sunshine,
Nothing but sky up above,



But I want to buy a diamond ring for my love,
So I go
Under the water, under the sea,
There on the shore she'll be waiting for me,
While I look for the abalone, find the abalone,
Catch the abalone,
Gotta get the money,
Then she'll marry me,
I'm so tired of walking, walking 'round under the sea

I wanta buy a place in the sunshine,
Where I'll always stay shiny and new,
Gotta keep catchin' fishes, 
To make all these wishes come true,
So I go under the water, under the sea,
Catchin' fishes, that's where I'll be

Gotta look for the abalone, find the abalone,
Catch the abalone
Hey abalone, come on here to meeee …
I'm so tired of walking, walking
'Round under the sea … 
… under the sea …

It briefly recurs around the 58 minute mark, sung by one of the villains, but he's drowned 
out by the mix:

Irene Devereaux first came to attention writing similar sorts of whimsical songs for Sabrina.

(Below: Sabrina and some Irene Deveraux lyrics for Sabrina's Australian Tivoli tour in 
1959)




